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Belarus has opened a criminal investigation into attempts by the opposition to "seize power"
after President Alexander Lukashenko's opponents created a Coordination Council to oversee
a peaceful transition following disputed elections.

Strongman Lukashenko, who has been in power for 26 years, claimed a sixth term in elections
this month that sparked historic protests and a brutal police crackdown condemned by
Western leaders.

Related article: EU Rejects Belarus Vote Result as Lukashenko Orders Clampdown

The allies of exiled opposition leader and political newcomer Svetlana Tikhanovskaya
convened the first meeting of the Coordination Council this week and called for new elections.
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"The creation and activities of such a council are aimed at seizing power and undermining the
national security of Belarus," Prosecutor General Alexander Konyuk said in a video statement,
adding that its establishment was "unconstitutional."

He announced that investigators were opening a probe into "calls for actions aimed at
undermining national security," a charge that carries a maximum penalty of five years behind
bars.

Lukashenko's claim to victory sparked the largest demonstrations in Belarus since it gained
independence with the 1991 collapse of the Soviet Union.

A police crackdown on peaceful protesters in the days after the vote saw nearly 7,000
demonstrators detained and sparked allegations of abuse and torture at the hands of security
services.

On Wednesday, the European Union said it did not recognize the result of the elections and
was drawing up sanctions against those responsible for vote rigging and cracking down on
protesters.

Lukashenko, who has defied calls to resign, this week ordered his security services to clamp
down on further unrest and instructed border authorities to shore up defenses against arms
and money entering the country.
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